
Note to the Deputy Secretary-General

Policy Committee on Gender Architecture

On 3rd of October 2006 Ms. Mayanja had a meeting with the Secretary-General
to discuss a number of items, inter alia, the CEB meeting on gender mainstreaming
strategy and policy, her views regarding gender architecture and implementation of the
resolution 1325. I also attended the meeting. She informed the Secretary-General that
during the. CEB meeting, Mr. Amin presented to CEB the High-level Panel on System-
wide Coherence proposals on gender architecture, as the main legacy of the Secretary-
General for the future. In regard to these proposals, in her role of Secretary-General
Special Adviser on Gender Issues she raised to him many concerns, such as the proposals
were supported only by developed countries and NGO's from developed world and that
the creation of an Executive Director for the new entity is a contradiction with the main
role of the Secretary-General on gender. I explained to the Secretary-General that in my
opinion the proposals were actually quite good, although we have not yet seen the final
version of the report. The Secretary-General pointed out that he would like see all the
proposals contained in the report of the High-level Panel on System-wide Coherence
before deciding on one part of it. He confirmed his decision to distribute an advance
draft to the CEB members on 26 October.

I suggest we meet with the Secretary-General upon your return to explain to him
the rationale of holding the Policy Committee on Gender Architecture on 17 October, i.e.
previous to the release of the Report. At that meeting, you could give the Secretary-
General an overview of the report of the High-level Panel and how the proposals on
gender architecture are interlinked within the entire UN system.
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